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A pin on a map isn’t good enough. Drivers 
of electric cars need detailed parking 
location, availability, and charging data 
specific to their vehicle.

INRIX EV Parking combines robust 
EV data with INRIX Parking to meet 
the unique needs of electric vehicle 
operators. EV drivers run calculations 
in their heads...how many kilometers 
can they add to their range given the 
charging type, volts, and amps at a 
particular charging point? INRIX EV 
Parking eliminates calculations and 
stress by guiding drivers to available 
charging points for their vehicle’s 
connector type and providing clear 
range information.

• Routing directly to the car park entrance 

• Car park outline guides to the charging station

• Number of charge points 

• Dynamic availability indicates charge point vacancies

• Connector type and charging speed of charge points

• Car park hours of operation and pricing

• Access restrictions, such as height limitations

• Charging station rates, booking choices, and payment options

Removing Barriers to EV Purchasing

Adding Clarity to the Charging Decision
EV drivers can’t just “fuel up” in a few minutes at any gas station, 
and their purchase decision is complex. INRIX EV Parking delivers 
detailed information, providing a clear kilometers-per-hour or 
kilometers-per-minute charge rate for each station. With EV Parking, 
drivers can easily identify the most efficient charging station for their 
price and range requirements.

INRIX EV Parking reduces “range anxiety” by providing detailed 
information that allows drivers to make better charging point choices, 
saving time and crucial battery power:

Enhancing the Vehicle Brand Experience
INRIX EV Parking provides accurate detailed content and 
worldwide coverage, helping OEMs deliver a coherent and 
engaging automotive experience that enhances their brand in this 
rapidly growing EV market. 

EV Parking:  No-Stress Electric Vehicle 
Charging & Parking



MA XIMUM HEIGHT 5M

RAPID CHARGE
7.7kW

RAPID CHARGE
7.7kW

Rapid charge station
Available charge point
Matching charging system
Tall vehicle accessibility
Hours of operation
Route to entrance
Congestion avoidance

RAPID CHARGING STATION
- Distance: 3.2km
- Parking Garage
- Near Shopping Center
- 1 of 3 charging bays available
- 7.7kw Rapid charging

Connect & Learn More 
busdev@inrix.com | inrix.com

INRIX EV Parking: Unrivaled Accuracy and Coverage
INRIX EV Parking is meticulously accurate through intensive validation, using satellite and Street View imagery 
combined with sophisticated algorithms, and automation to continually collect, verify and enrich charging station 
information. 

EV Parking guides drivers to the best possible charging point with no wasted time.

Large & Expanding Coverage 
INRIX EV Parking currently enhances electric vehicle parking and 
charging at more than 350,000 charging points in 50 countries.

Continuing our leadership in smarter mobility solutions, INRIX is 
continually expanding our data and parking partnerships to deliver 
enhanced EV in-vehicle experiences and mobility around the world.

Filters information to match user 
preferences and vehicle requirements

Aids selection of a car park that 
matches specified EV parking needs

Routes directly to the car park 
entrance

Shows the charging station location 
within the car park

Guides driver to available charge point 
compatible with the vehicle’s connector 

and charging speed

Integration for All Connectors 
and Charging Types to Meet EV 

Requirements and Journey Needs Type 1 
(SAE J1772)

Type 2 
(IEC 61851-1)

Combination 
(CCS)

CHAdeMO Tesla 
Supercharger

MAXIMUM HEIGHT 5M


